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Minutes 10th March 2020 
 

1. Attendees: J. Sives (Chair), Cllr C. John, Cllr D. Timson, S. Campbell, J. Cunningham, 

I. Masterton, S. McKenna, A. Pinkerton, J. Thomas, T. Foster (KCDT) 

Apologies: Cllr D King, I Watt, V. Garrad,  N. Gwynne, S. Markx 

 

2. Declaration of interest: IM noted that he would present an update on the WLC IT Buddies 

scheme under AOB, and declared an interest with respect to any subsequent discussion. 

 

3. Approval of previous meeting’s minutes:  No amendments to the draft minutes as 

circulated were noted.  AP proposed approval.  JT seconded.  The Minutes were approved. 

 

4. Actions from previous meeting: 

4.1 In NG’s absence, the action to liaise with WLC to seek funding for twinning with Sailly-lez-Lannoy 

remains ongoing. 

ACTION c/fwd:  – NG to provide details to CJ 

4.2 Otherwise, ongoing actions are as recorded elsewhere in these minutes or closed 

 

5. Councillors’ report: 

5.1 DT reported on conversations with Lothian Country.  A number of complaints were claimed by LC 

to be contradicted by their own monitoring.  LC states that service issues are not due to lack of 

drivers, but down to road and traffic conditions over which they have no control.  JS noted that 

some complaints related to LC skipping the Kirknewton loop to recover time.  This was not 

acceptable to the community. 

5.2 DT reported on the current status of Kirknewton Park children’s play equipment.  The swing, 

removed for H&S reasons, is scheduled for replacement in 2027.  It is budgeted to cost £9k.  Any 

part-funding by the community would help accelerate this timescale.  JS suggested that some 

funding may be available from The Town Centre Fund which we have been awarded, subject to 

agreement with WLC.  TF noted that there was a track record on WLC’s part to remove play 

equipment for Health and Safety reasons, without providing any replacement. 

5.3 DT advised that the project to establish a notice board was in-hand.  JS re-iterated that funding 

was in place. 

5.4 DT advised that proposals to introduce double-yellow lines in Main Street at the traffic bottleneck 

outside the shop were being considered.  IM queried, as an interested party, what, if any, 

consultation had been carried out.  DT & JS responded that this was in a preliminary phase, and 

consultation would, in due course, occur. 
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5.5 CJ reported on the Calderwood shuttle-bus.  There was substantial discussion on several issues: 

• Its apparent illegal denial of free travel to Entitlement Card (aka “Bus Pass”) holders. 

• The requirement for pre-paid tickets being only available from the café at Calderwood 

• The impression that this was a “work-around” to the planning requirement for a Park and Ride 

5.6 CJ noted that Kirknewton’s Town Centre Fund proposal had been accepted.  He also noted that it 

was excellent that Kirknewton and its neighbouring Community Councils were mutually supportive, 

particularly in respect of the issues surrounding the Memorial Wall at East Calder Cemetery.  CJ 

intimated that it was accepted that the funding for, and management of this project had been 

mishandled.  TF asked if the consultation for the de-facto contract had followed due process.  JS 

commented that the contract appeared, at face value, to have been awarded without proper 

authority. 

5.7 CJ reported on preparations for VE-Day celebrations.  After some constructive discussion, CJ 

agreed to follow up and report back.  There was subsequent discussion on the availability of 

Armed Forces covenant funding. 

 

6. Bus Service:  see 5.1 above. 

 

7. Rail Service. 

7.1 There was substantial discussion on the unacceptability of the current situation.  Issues raised 

regarding the lack of overpass facilities including: 

• The length of time the barriers are down – up to 17 minutes according to Cllr. CJ 

• Resultant non-accessibility to catch a train once the barriers were down 

• Resultant Health and Safety issues when people feel obliged to jump the barrier (eg, to attend a 

specialist hospital appointment). 

JT commented that we, locally, may have missed out by being unaware of Network Rail’s planning 

cycle. He encouraged a concerted effort and the establishment of an action group, similar to the 

Borders “RAGES” campaign, to fight our cause.  TF advised that an approach to Angela 

Constance, as our local MSP, might be worthwhile, given her support for station retention and 

infrastructure elsewhere in her constituency. 

7.2 JS noted that this was a part of a larger transportation picture, and engaging with West Lothian 

authorities, at community and executive level, was essential:  The Joint Forum will soon be 

undertaking a survey of all stations in West Lothian, both in terms of usage and facilities.  SMcK 

suggested a petition, also noting that the periodic review on the effectiveness, efficiency and safety 

of the full barriers, originally agreed by Network Rail, has fallen into abeyance. 

ACTION:  – SMcK to make a Freedom of Information request for the statistics and analysis 

which should have been reported at these reviews  

7.3 It was agreed that a concerted effort, with a focused action group, is an avenue to consider, 

backed up by an approach to Angela Constance, MSP.  In the first instance, a letter to Network 

Rail establishing our position will be sent. 

ACTION:  – JT to write to NWR to note our ongoing concerns 

7.4 There was additional discussion, off-topic, regarding EV charging points. 
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8. Planning Update 

8.1 VG was not present, so no Planning Report was presented. 

8.2 JS advised that there were no known new planning issues.  There was, however, some discussion 

regarding a recent application which had been rejected by WLC.  There was a feeling that the 

criteria by which WLC approve or reject applications can sometimes seem to be inconsistent. 

 

9. Treasurer’s Report 

9.1 JT reported on the bank account balance, which is entirely sufficient to carry out projects and 

works KCC wish to commit to. 

9.2 A cost for a replacement children’s swing (see 5.2 above) was identified as ca: £1700.  With this 

identified saving on the WLC budget figure, it was suggested that the replacement could be 

expedited, with a contribution from WLC.  JS noted that there may be scope within the Town 

Centre Fund to provide some funding for an item which was closely aligned with the objective of 

the existing TCF application.  The proposal to replicate the design in steel rather than wood, for 

longevity, was discussed.  It was agreed that a local contractor with known relevant expertise 

should be approached to pursue this idea. 

ACTION:  – IW to discuss with Ross Contractors and report back guideline costs 

 

10. KCDT report 

10.1 SMcK advised that the composer Sally Beamish has been approached to provide commemorative 

music for the Jencks project.  He is to meet Sally in the near future to discuss the commission.  

Lilly Jencks has indicated her approval.  There is a potential link with other Scottish communities 

where her father, Charles, also created artworks. 

10.2 SMcK reported that a meeting with Scotframe is scheduled for next week, with respect to the 

Camps Junction housing development. 

10.3 TF confirmed that Maria Bathgate’s focus would be on the older population sector.  The History 

project is ongoing, and has involved both the Youth Club and P4’s at Kirknewton Primary School.  

It was noted that extra-mural visits to the Almond Valley Heritage Centre and a presentation by a 

local historian have encouraged an appreciation of local history.  A “history event” is planned for 

28th March in the Green Room. 

 

11. Town Centre Fund Project Update 

11.1 Pavilion Improvements:  TF reported that ideas to provide a more attractive environment at the 

Pavilion by means of kiosk vending facilities had proved fruitless.  There is a need to revisit this 

aspect of possible improvement.  Also, there had been no response to the proposal to retro-fit solar 

panels. 

11.2 Amenity Area:  TF reported that costings had been obtained for benches with solar panel 

charging for mobile devices.  Conversation with Becky Plunket on the park’s amenity value 

continues – it was noted that there is a 5-year cycle to review and upgrade park amenity 

infrastructure (eg, benches).  SMcK observed that the relationship with Becky was a case of 

common interest being served by common purpose  
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12. Conservation Area Consultation 

12.1 TF noted that KCDT were actively liaising with Chris Alcorn at WLC on various aspects of the 

consultation phase of the Conservation Area review. 

12.2 TF reported that work was in progress to promote a “Kirknewton Trail” with a view to encouraging 

tourism.  To that end, there was a perceived desire for cross-fertilisation between projects.  One 

possible example was the provision of signage to nearby places of interest, eg, Waterloo Tower, 

the Jencks artworks, Jupiter Artland, etc. 

 

13. AOB 

13.1 History Project:  AP picked up on the history project and asked if there was any record of what 

Kirknewton children went on to do after they left school, and if the local facilities adequately 

supported the post-school-pre-adult age-group.  There was subsequent substantial discussion on 

local facilities and their appropriateness to that age-group.  Further interaction with “Dr. Bike” was 

suggested.  TF noted that KCDT was considering looking for a youth worker. 

13.2 Schooling:  Further to 12.1 it was noted that the playgroup in the village hall will close imminently, 

due to lack of numbers.  Of greater concern was the report that Kirknewton Primary School had 

slipped further down the published ratings.  There was substantial discussion on this worrying 

trend, including suggestions that the school was at a financial disadvantage compared to other 

schools.  However, there were encouraging signs that the new head teacher could reverse that 

decline.  It was agreed that Members of the Parent/Teacher council, and the current head teacher 

be invited to a future KCC meeting to explore how the desired improvement might be promoted in 

the community. 

ACTION:  – SC to initiate contact with the school community and report back 

13.3 JS Diary:  JS advised the meeting of his diary for the month in the context of KCC-related 

business. 

13.4 Consultation:  JS noted the difference in interpretation of “consultation” between WLC and the 

Community Councils.  There is currently a mismatch between WLC’s desire for a top-down 

imposition of consultative “choices” versus a genuine bottom-up consultation which might result in 

a better tailored solution.  There is an issue of ultimate control in evidence, and this remains a work 

in progress. 

13.5 Pavilion:  JC noted that repairs had been carried out to the Pavilion roof 

13.6 IT Buddies:  IM reported that risk assessments had been completed, and that IT Buddy sessions 

were planned to start on Tues 24th March. 

 

14. Next Meeting 

The next meeting is on 14th April 2020 at 18.45 

 

 

The Chair concluded the meeting with thanks to all who had taken part. 


